Summary
The home screen in iRIS has buttons with multiple functions on the home screen. You can choose to add or remove functions from this screen.

How to Pin and Un-Pin Content

1. When you first log in, your home screen may look like this. The first difference you will likely notice are the additional buttons on this screen. These do not indicate new functions.

Instead, the buttons you see in the box titled, “Study Assistant”, are the same options you may have seen in the tab “Study Assistant” to the left.
2. If you would like to remove or add these boxes to or from your home screen, follow these instructions.
   a. Simply click on the push pins in the corner of the boxes.
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   b. If you would like to add these boxes to your home screen, click on “Study Assistant” or “IRB Assistant”, if you have this option.
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   Click on “Pin Study Assistant to the Content Dashboard.”